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**SUMMARY** Numerous meteorological disasters recur almost annually. One of the most effective means to observe these phenomena causing such disasters is meteorological radar. A group comprising Toshiba, the National Institute of Information and Communications Technology (NICT), and Osaka University has developed an X-band phased array radar, improving observation time from the conventional 10-minute duration to just 30 seconds by using phased array technology. The initial radar was installed at Osaka University in May 2012, and was recently replaced by a dual-polarization one. Phased array radar has demonstrated superior temporal and spatial resolution compared to conventional radars and has shown equivalent accuracy in observing variables such as rain rate. Future research is expected to illuminate the advantages and limitations of dual-polarization phased array radar networks, fostering their widespread adoption not only in Japan but also globally.
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**1. Introduction**

In recent years, due to global warming, numerous meteorological disasters have been recurring almost annually. According to statistics from the Japan Meteorological Agency [1], there is an increasing trend in the number of heavy rainfall events exceeding 50 mm/h in recent decades. For instance, on July 28, 2008, a water-related accident [2] occurred in Nada county, Kobe City, Hyogo Prefecture, at the Toga River, where more than 10 people who were near the riverbank for activities such as playing in the water were swept away by a sudden rise in water levels. Among them, five individuals, including two elementary school students and one nursery school child, lost their lives.

The most effective means of observing these phenomena that lead to such disasters is through remote sensing technology utilizing electromagnetic waves, well-known as meteorological radar technology[3]. The advantage of this method lies in its capability to instantly observe the structure of rainfall events over extensive areas ranging from tens to hundreds of kilometers. Consequently, organizations like the Ministry of Land, Infrastructure, Transport, and Tourism, as well as the Japan Meteorological Agency, have established a radar network covering the entire country, aiding in current situation assessment and prediction. Consequently, through platforms like the web and news broadcasts, we can see the distribution of rainfall.

The radar widely used today generally employs a parabolic antenna type and utilizes a mechanical scanning method where the antenna, with a beam width of about one degree, rotates 360 degrees in the azimuthal direction while gradually raising its elevation to observe [4]. However, with this method, for scanning near the ground level, it takes approximately 1 to 5 minutes, and for three-dimensional volumetric observation, it requires 5 to over 10 minutes. In contrast, cumulonimbus clouds that bring localized heavy rainfall rapidly develop in about 10 minutes, and tornadoes can form and move in just a few minutes. Consequently, using a parabolic antenna-based mechanical scanning method makes it difficult to continuously observe the process from formation to development and decaying of these atmospheric phenomena. This limitation has been a significant obstacle to understanding the generation mechanisms of these phenomena, discovering precursor events, and issuing swift warnings and predictions.

**2. Phased Array Weather Radar**

In such circumstances, electronically scanned radars utilizing phased array technology are more suitable than mechanically scanned radars. Phased array technology, proposed since the early 1900s during the initial development of radar, has primarily been researched and developed for aircraft detection purposes [5]. Subsequently, research and development for meteorological applications were carried out by repurposing S-band radars initially designed for aircraft detection [6]. However, there have been few instances of phased array radar development specifically intended for radar networks using the X-band.

A group comprising Toshiba, the National Institute of Information and Communications Technology (NICT), and Osaka University developed an X-band phased array Doppler radar [7]. [8] in 2012. Instead of mechanical antenna scanning, this radar employs an electronic and software-driven scanning method, significantly reducing observation time to a remarkably short duration of 10 to 30 seconds. This innovative approach enables detailed three-dimensional observation of rainfall in a fraction of the time previously required. Figure 1 shows the external appearance and a photo of the antenna. Notably, the antenna's shape has transitioned from the conventional parabolic form to a planar configuration.
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The phased array radar, unlike conventional radars that mechanically move antennas in various directions, synthesizes electromagnetic waves emitted from numerous small antennas arranged in a planar configuration by controlling the phase of these waves through circuits. This radar scans by swiftly forming beams, making it well-suited for high-speed scanning compared to mechanically driven systems.

The first unit was installed atop Building E3 on Osaka University's Suita Campus in May 2012. Subsequently, a dual-polarization phased array weather radar was installed in the Greater Tokyo Area in December 2017, incorporating dual-polarization capabilities and was utilized during the Tokyo Olympics. Additionally, in December 2022, Osaka University's single-polarization phased array radar was also upgraded to dual-polarization. An example of observational results, an isolated thunderstorm observed on August 5, 2013, is depicted in Figure 2. This high-resolution image of the three-dimensional structure of the cumulonimbus cloud from dense observations of nearly 100 elevation angles demonstrates the radar's capabilities with high spatiotemporal resolution. While the presented data is shown in 5-minute intervals for publication purposes, the radar's performance allows for observations every 30 seconds to 1 minute. Leveraging such information can significantly enhance the accuracy of predictions regarding heavy rainfall.

Since its implementation, various types of precipitation events and cumulonimbus clouds have been observed, prompting numerous research projects. For instance, a project with the RIKEN 'K' computer in Kobe conducted data transmission from this radar to 'K,' inputting it into the latest weather forecasting technique known as data assimilation to assess the extent of prediction and mitigation possibilities [9], [10]. Moreover, the data was made publicly available on platforms like YAHOO's website. These accomplishments garnered attention in numerous TV news broadcasts and newspapers as representative research achievements of 'K' during its transition to 'Fugaku.'

As mentioned earlier, in December 2022, Osaka University's phased array radar was dual-polarized, enabling more precise estimation of precipitation and particle identification. Additionally, similar radar installations were

Figure 1. Photograph of the Dual Polarization Phased Array Weather Radar in Osaka University. At the top of the building in the electrical engineering department, the radar facilities of planar array configuration are equipped.

Figure 2. One example of the observation by the Phased Array Weather Radar in Osaka University on August 5 in 2013.
set up at NICT Kobe, facilitating network observations by multiple units. Presently, these radars are utilized for precise calibration experiments and evaluating rainfall estimation accuracy. Figure 3 shows a comparison of rainfall estimation of the dual polarization Phased Array Weather Radar with parabolic type radar system at X band. In this study, rain fall estimation from the rain gauges are regarded as truth. Both correlation and RMSE show that the estimation from the Phased Array Weather Radar is better than the conventional radar, probably because the Phased Array Weather Radar can obtain more independent samples from the multiple elevations than the parabolic type can.

Comparisons between observations from the phased array radar and conventional parabolic radar installed near the phased array radar can be found in [11]. Figure 4 shows one example of comparison for reflectivity factor (Z), specific differential phase (KDP), differential reflectivity (Zdr), doppler velocity (V), and co-polar correlation coefficient (Rho). Observations concerning radar reflectivity after rainfall attenuation correction showed a correlation coefficient of approximately 0.88 between both methods, with an RMSE of a few dBZ. It is also shown that other parameters show similar pattern. Note that the observation by the Phased Array Weather Radar have comparable qualities in radar measurements to the conventional radar system.

Thus, the phased array radar has demonstrated not only superior time and spatial resolution but also equivalent accuracy in observing variables compared to conventional radars. It is anticipated that through such investigations, the advantages and limitations of dual-polarization phased array radar networks will be shown. Additionally beamforming technologies will also increase the potential of phased array radar [12][13][14][15][16].

3. Future Perspectives

As seen from the data captured by this radar, the images or videos showcased are profoundly impactful, highlighting the remarkable potential of phased array radar technology, expecting to be used in applications such nowcast and data assimilation [17][18][19][20]. The detailed three-dimensional observational data obtained using these radars has been poised to unravel the mechanisms behind cumulonimbus clouds that swiftly trigger heavy rainfall [21][22][23][24]. This progression is expected to lead the world in fundamental scientific fields, elucidating mechanisms related to heavy rainfall, gusts, tornadoes, and cumulonimbus cloud development.

Moreover, the collaborative research and development with 'Fugaku' aimed at enhancing the precision and sophistication of weather forecasting are anticipated to
significantly transform the conventional concepts of meteorological prediction. It's expected that the advancement in these studies will bring about a notable impact, potentially reshaping the very concepts ingrained in meteorological observation and disaster prevention systems.
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